
 

California Indian Uses of Plants 

Directions:  Find and observe each plant in the native habitat garden highlighted in the story below: 

You and your friends have set out to go fishing for trout.  You need to make a fishing line first.  You look for leaves 

from the DOUGLAS IRIS to tear the leaves into narrow strips and weave into a fine fishing line.  

As you gather the Douglas Iris leaves, one of you cuts yourself with your cutting tool made from obsidian and you 

look for YARROW leaves to help you stop bleeding and disinfect the cut.   You also look for STICKY MONKEY 

FLOWER to use as an antiseptic band aide since the back of the leaf will stick well to your skin.  You pick a bunch 

more of the leaves in case you need them later.  

You are getting pretty thirsty as it’s warming up and so you look for MANZANITA leaves which you will chew on to 

help suppress your thirst for a little while until you get to the lake to go fishing.   You also gather manzanita 

berries for later in a couple of baskets made from DEER GRASS and the bark of the WESTERN REDBUD tree.  

You finally make it to the lake, but there are lots of stinging insects around so you look for SAGE leaves to crush 

and rub on your skin to repel the insects.   

It’s time to prepare the mid-day meal before fishing and so you make a fire with the fire starter wood and 

unfortunately you burn your hand in the process.  To relieve the pain, you search for COFFEEBERRY leaves to 

crush and apply to the burn.   

The fire has gotten started, but you get a big puff of smoke in your eyes and they are really irritated.  You also 

accidently inhale too much smoke and develop a sore throat and a cough.  You find HOLLY LEAVED CHERRY or 

CLEVELAND SAGE leaves to soak in water and drink to help with your throat and look for the COYOTE MINT to 

wash out your irritated eyes.  

Now it’s time to eat so you snack on some MANZANITA berries and gather some TOYON berries and CURRANT 

berries to eat.  For a nice tea, you use MANZANITA berries and COYOTE MINT leaves to steep in hot water.  You 

also look for PURPLE NEEDLE GRASS to make pinole---you clean the chaff off the seeds, grind the seeds with your 

mortar and pestle into a meal and then place the meal in your basket with hot rocks from the fire and cook it with 

some water.   

The fishing goes well and you catch 5 fish to bring back to the tribe, but the lunch you ate gave you a 

stomachache—luckily you have more COYOTE MINT and SAGE to steep in hot water and help settle your 

stomach. 

At the end of the day, it is time for a ritual sweat bath to purify your body and get rid of unwanted toxins so you 

gather the leaves from the WHITE SAGE to put in boiling water and breathe in the strong pungent smell. 

 


